Reimagine agility and scalability with

Cloud Native
Development Services
Leverage modern cloud technologies and accelerate your
product development

A leap towards higher scalability,
simpler management and
reduced costs
Simform helps you build secure and scalable applications in the cloud and employ
microservices, containers, DevOps, and automation that provides you with high
availability, scalability and disaster recovery.

97%

While 65 percent of mid-evolution
organizations report using public
cloud, only 20 percent of them are
using cloud to its full potential.” The State of DevOps in 2021.

A cloud native application isn’t a
thing. It is a set of principles that
you can use to guide yourself to
running apps in cloud
environments.
Bryan Liles
Principal engineer
VMWare

97% of IT decision-makers
are cloud-native or plan to
be in the future” Rackspace technology
survey, June 2020.

The accelerated growth of nextgeneration cloud-native digital
apps and services will define new
competitive requirements in
every industry
Giorgio Regni
CTO
Scality

Our Services
Our cloud architects have expertise in automation, container orchestration,
microservices, health monitoring, and more to provide customized solutions to
help organizations tackle every potential challenge while adopting cloud-native
development.

Container strategy
We map your business & technical requirements to streamline deployments
and improve agility with Kubernetes, an open-source container orchestration
tool.

Legacy app modernization
Our experts collaborate with your team to redefine your app in the cloud. We
re-engineer your legacy apps by adopting cloud-native architecture for
increased scalability and reduced down-time.

DevOps and automation
Our experts help you build a robust CI/CD pipeline and automate redundant
tasks to move development projects from design to production faster and
with more efficiency.

Microservices implementation
We adopt microservices architecture that allows your development teams to
develop, deploy, maintain, and scale independent services with ease.

Cloud data management
Leverage our expertise to manage data across diverse cloud platforms and
build an automated data backup strategy with customized cloud-based data
management solutions.

Cloud-native development is
the need of the hour
Our cloud architects have expertise in automation, container orchestration,
microservices, health monitoring, and more to provide customized solutions to
help organizations tackle every potential challenge while adopting cloud-native
development.
Faster release cycle by
up to 30%

Lower costs with
reduced maintenance
requirements

Maximum scalability and
reliability

Higher fault tolerance
with resiliency

Reduced vendor lock-in

Auto-provisioning

Why Simform is the right partner
11 years of experience in cloud consulting
Multi-cloud approach to reduce disasters and improve application availability
Adopt modern methodologies such as containerization to build, test and run
application instances in the cloud
End-to-end services in design, development, test, and support

Ready for the next big leap?
Want to know How Simform can help you build and
deploy your app in the cloud?
Schedule a 30 minute, no-cost consulting call now!

Trusted by
Fortune 500 companies

Call: (321) 237-2727
Email: hello@simform.com
www.simform.com

